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Abstract 
This paper attempts to explore the 
characteristics of minimalism school in the 
selected tales of large environment delgosha  
of  obayde gakani. Due to the proximity of  
principles and characteristics of minimalism 
school as a Western School that in the 
twentieth of century with in flunences from 
conditions political , economic and cultural in 
he Europe forming to the Iranian stories that  
they having a long history in the trans 
literature of classical in format discipline and 
prose , and with regard to the origin of these 
two types of literature that were formed in 
different cultural contexts, investigating this 
topic in stories  of big environment  obayde 
gakani is necessary. The study was conducted 
by noting and analyzing the content and its 
aim is to provide minimalism school s effects 
in selected stories obayde gakani. The most 
important findings of this research are as 
follow: - The similarity and high proximity 
the story of minimalist school s features with 
Iranian stories. - superiority of  obayde gakani 
story on minimalist from content aspect. - 
expressing clear boundary of minimalist 
school with Iranian stories. 
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